Learning Plan: Week of 4/6/20

Course: 10th Grade World History
Other Teacher(s) Available
for Support:

Not necessary this week, I’ll be able to do all office hours and class “meets”

Skill(s) we are working on
this week:

Organization: Creating a weekly plan for history schoolwork
Comprehension of cause and effect in historical sources
Use of evidence
Reflection and summary writing in clear and concise paragraphs

Goal/Objective for the
week:

Resources, Technology,
and/or Materials You’ll
Need this Week:

To hone the skills above as we aim to understand the conditions that
allowed dictatorships to rise in Europe during the Interwar Period and
how these new authoritarian governments gained and maintained their
power
●
●
●

Dose of new Content/Skills

Practice & Process

Use the sources and tasks to think about the following 2 questions:
1) How did a major crisis (economic, international affairs, WWI
fallout, etc.) facilitate the rise of dictatorship?
2) What specific strategies did dictators (Hitler, Mussolini, Franco,
Stalin) use to gain and maintain power?
●
●

Reflect & Synthesize

●
●

Days/Time(s) Office Hours
are being Offered with
meet/zoom info:

Provided links to relevant textbook chapters and videos
Your Chromebook (to access assignments and materials on
Schoology and Google Docs)
A planner to organize your week

Read relevant textbook chapters on the rise of authoritarianism in
Europe
Watch video on rise of Nazism in interwar Germany
Write a paragraph that explains how crises facilitated the rise of a
dictatorships in Europe
Complete a graphic organizer that illustrates the strategies that
dictators commonly use to gain, and maintain, power

Notes about
Thursday/Friday Class
Participation this Week:

Daily
Tasks/Options

Required
Participation

How can you
get additional
help/support?

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Question 1:
Read:
Ch. 24 The West
between the
Wars, 1919-1939
Section 1

Question 1
(continued):
1) Watch video:
People’s
Century: Master
Race

Question 2:
1)Read: Ch. 24
The West
between the
Wars, 1919-1939
Section 2 & 3

NO SCHOOL

2) Write a
summary or first
person
paragraph
(assignment on
schoology)

2)Revisit:
People’s
Century: Master
Race

Question 2
(continued):
Complete:
Graphic
Organizer on
google docs
(assignment on
schoology)

